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    ©Nick Turner 

In developing a Local Plan for the District, it is important to have a vision 

of the kind of place we want to be living in, working in or visiting in the 

future. This chapter takes a closer look at the opportunities, needs, 

priorities and distinct characteristics of different parts of the District, 

and how particular places are likely to be affected by strategic growth.  3. 
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3. Making Places | Shaping the future 
of Stroud District 

3.0 A spatial vision for Stroud District 

3.1   The Stroud Valleys 

3.2   The Stonehouse cluster 

3.3   Cam & Dursley 

3.4   Gloucester’s rural fringe 

3.5   The Berkeley cluster 

3.6   The Severn Vale 

3.7   The Wotton cluster 

3.8   The Cotswold cluster 
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3.0 Making Places | a spatial vision for 
Stroud District 

3.0.1 The Local Plan is founded on an over-arching 

vision for the District as a whole, which is a 

cornerstone of the development strategy, and 

is set out in Chapter 2.  

3.0.2 Derived from this, Chapter 3| Making Places 

sets out a spatial vision which consists of a 

series of eight place-making ‘mini visions’ for 

distinct parts of the District. Using facts and 

figures gathered about all the District’s 

parishes, together with outcomes from public 

consultation, the spatial vision aims to focus 

the over-arching goals of the main vision and 

the strategic objectives in a way that 

responds more specifically to local priorities, 

issues and needs.  

3.0.3 Whilst some places in the District have a need 

for development or are suited to strategic 

levels of growth, others are not. The spatial 

vision identifies areas that are likely to see 

significant changes; and areas that will not. It 

pictures what the various levels of change or 

growth could mean for the District’s diverse 

communities, settlements and landscapes. It 

sets out the envisaged and desired effects 

that the development strategy should have 

on particular parts of the district, including 

information about the proposed strategic 

growth areas and local sites, the kind of 

development that could happen at each place 

and how this is intended to help achieve the 

overall vision for the District’s future. 

3.0.4 The Plan’s spatial vision for the District (and the 

eight ‘mini visions’ that feed into it) is 

illustrated in the Spatial Vision Diagram (Map 3) 

(over the page). Over subsequent pages, eight 

‘mini visions’ for eight parish cluster areas are 

set out in detail. 

3.0.5 Core Policy CP4 (Chapter 2 | Development 

Strategy) emphasises that the Local Plan visions 

underpin the Plan’s development strategy. 

 

‘Parish clusters’ 

3.0.6 The ‘parish clusters’ that appear throughout 

this Plan originated with the drafting of the 

2015 Local Plan. By grouping parishes that 

share some geographic and functional 

similarities, we have been able to build up a 

picture of the particular needs and 

opportunities that most concern different parts 

of the District.  

Our towns and villages 

3.0.7 Preparation of the Local Plan’s development 

strategy and settlement hierarchy has involved 

studying the main towns and villages in the 

District, to identify their current roles and 

functions and understand future needs. The 

following pages summarise some of the key 

findings from this work, to establish a 

development strategy for each individual 

settlement. Core Policy CP3 (Chapter 2 | 

Development Strategy) explains the implications 

of the settlement hierarchy. 
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Locations for strategic housing and 
mixed-use growth   CP2 

Employment areas and locations for 
strategic employment-related growth  
CP2    

A focus on growth and development 
to meet local needs   CP2   CP3 

Potential location for strategic growth 
to contribute towards Gloucester’s 
unmet housing needs   CP2 

 
Town centres: a focal point for local 
services, retail, leisure, cultural and 
community facilities, commerce and 
employment    CP12 

Local centres, providing shops and 
community services and facilities  CP12 

Locations for new local centres   CP12 

Strategic conservation and 
regeneration at the District’s main town 
centres: Stroud and Dursley  
CP2   CP3   CP12   ES10 

 Canal corridor conservation, 
restoration and regeneration   
ES10   ES11   EI2 

Canal conservation and restoration  
ES10   ES11 

Conserving and enhancing the 
Cotswolds AONB    ES7   ES10 

Conserving wildlife and nationally 
important habitats   ES6 

 

SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY:   CP3 

The District’s main towns (first tier) 

Local service centres (second tier) 

Settlements with local facilities 
(third tier) 

Settlements with basic facilities 
(fourth tier) 

 

Vision diagram  

Map 4  ...Spatial vision for the Stroud District 

up to 2040 

 

Berkeley cluster 
“...Growing two new 

villages and boosting 

vitality by making the 

most of our natural 

resources, leisure and 

tourism” 

Berkeley, Ham & Stone, 
Alkington, Hamfallow, 
Hinton, Slimbridge 

Cotswold cluster 
“...Protecting and 

enhancing all the 

things that will make 

the Cotswolds a 

thriving and inclusive 

place to live, as well as 

a great place to visit” 

Painswick, Bisley-with-
Lypiatt, Miserden, 
Cranham, Pitchcombe  

The Stroud Valleys 
“...Regeneration, creativity 

and cultural blossoming in 

the green valleys” 

Stroud, Whiteshill & Ruscombe, 
Randwick, Cainscross, 
Rodborough, Brimscombe & 
Thrupp, Chalford, Woodchester, 
Minchinhampton, Horsley, 
Nailsworth  

Cam & Dursley 
“...Growth and 

prosperity: revitalising 

Dursley and Cam to make 

an accessible, attractive 

focus for rural 

communities in the 

south” 

Dursley, Cam, Coaley, 
Stinchcombe, Uley, 
Nympsfield, Owlpen 

Gloucester fringe 
“...Growing a 

sustainable community 

at Hunts Grove and 

preserving Gloucester’s 

rural hinterland” 

Hardwicke, Haresfield, 
Harescombe, Brookthorpe-
with-Whaddon, Upton St 
Leonards 

Stonehouse cluster 
“...Economic growth and 

well-connected, thriving 

communities” 

Stonehouse, Standish, 
Eastington, Frocester, 
Leonard Stanley, Kings 
Stanley 

Wotton Cluster 
“...Improving access to 

jobs, services and facilities 

in the south of the District, 

to boost local 

sustainability and 

community vitality” 

Wotton-Under-Edge, North 
Nibley, Kingswood, Alderley, 
Hillesley & Tresham 

The Severn Vale 
“...Maintaining a 

distinctive rural way of 

life and strengthening 

the resilience of the 

area’s communities, built 

heritage and natural 

environment” 

Arlingham, Fretherne-with-
Saul, Frampton on Severn, 
Whitminster, Moreton 
Valence, Longney, Elmore 

p189 

p200 

p118 

p212 

p96 

p162 

p138 

p70 
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The development strategy and proposed site 

allocations | what this means for where you live 

3.0.8 The settlement summaries set out in this chapter identify the location, scale and 

extent of any site allocations that would affect individual settlements. Some site 

allocations are ‘strategic’ in scale and nature; some are intended to meet smaller 

scale local need, with a focus on enhancing or delivering new services and 

facilities to support settlements’ role and function. More information on what 

the development strategy means for where you live is set out in Chapter 2. 

3.0.9 The diagram on the left summarises the process through which all potential sites 

have been filtered, alongside the emergence of the preferred development 

strategy that is now set out in this Local Plan.  

 

 

 

 Where can I see the evidence behind the site assessments and development strategy?  

You can find links to our Strategic Assessment of Land Availability (SALA) and the technical studies that supported it, plus the 

Settlement Role and Function Study and the Sustainability Appraisal, on our Local Plan Review web page: 

www.stroud.gov.uk/localplanreview  

 

 Fig.4   How all potential 

sites have been 

appraised ...   


